Need a meeting room for a group assignment or a quiet place to study? Really need to get your hands on that right book? At UNSW if you are in need of a service or facility, most likely, we have it. In this section you will find all the facilities you need to help you get your study and assignments done and support you academically.

Where can I study on campus?
See our guide to all the best places to study at our UNSW Kensington campus.

Room bookings
Need a meeting room for a group assignment or a quiet place to study?

Bookshops
Purchase your textbooks, reading material and UNSW merchandise.
Library

The Library provides study spaces and resources to help you with your academic studies. Apart from being able to borrow books the library provides group meeting rooms, study spaces, printing, copying and scanning services, computers and touchscreens.

Postgraduate lounge at Arc

The Postgraduate Lounge at Arc is a great space exclusively for postgraduate students to relax and to meet with fellow students to socialise or study. You must be a member of Arc to make use of this facility.

Stationary Reuse Centre

The Stationery Reuse Centre provides UNSW students and staff with free stationary reducing unnecessary contributions to landfill.
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